CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTION

The writer divides this chapter into 2 subchapters, conclusions and suggestion.

5.1 Conclusions

After analyzing the movie of “Confession of a Shopaholic” by P. J Hogan, the writer would like to gives conclusions. In this thesis, the writer analyzes suggesting acts that used by three main characters, they are Rebecca Bloomwood, Luke Brandon and Suze. The writer only analyzes the conversation between them. This chapter, the writer has discussed about conclusion that are consists of 2 (two) parts: finding out the kinds of suggesting acts and describing how the main character performed suggesting acts.

First, based on the data analyses the writer discovers kinds of suggesting acts are direct suggesting act, conventionalized suggesting act, and indirect suggesting act. The main character use 3 (three) kinds of suggesting acts. There are 20 (twenty) fragments in the data analysis and each fragment consists of more than one utterance that shows as suggesting acts. The kind of suggesting act mostly occurs is direct suggesting act because the characters prefer to express suggesting act clearly and directly. It appears in 12 (twelve) times. Conventionalized suggesting act appears 11 (eleven) times. Indirect suggesting act appears 9 (nine) times.

Second, the writer concludes that the way how the characters perform suggesting act sometimes use direct strategy, conventionalized strategy and indirect
strategy. Based on the data analysis, direct strategies that used by the main character are imperative and negative imperative. In conventionalized strategy, the main character use specific strategy, possibility, the use of modal verb should, need and conditional. In indirect strategy, the characters use impersonal strategy and hints.

5.2 Suggestion

Suggesting act is always appear in our daily conversation. When we have conversation with our friend, sometimes we give a suggestion for them. As a Muslim, if we deliver words must be politely, kindly, correctly and clearly. So our words would not make someone angry or insult such a hadits:

If speak must be clearly and correctly, as in the hadits of Aisyah:

“Rassullah SAW’s utterance always clear so that can be understood by all who hear” (HR Abu Daud)

The writer hopes this study can enrich the understanding of suggesting act. The writer hopes that it is not only useful for improving her knowledge in speech act especially suggesting act, but also useful for other researchers and the student of English department, especially UIN Sunan Ampel’s students as a reference. The writer realizes that this thesis is far away being perfect. Therefore, comments and suggestions are welcome.